January 30, 2012

The Graduate Academic & Advisory Committee has approved the following:

GRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Chemistry and Biochemistry)

1-GPCh. Program Change: M.S., Ph.D. - Environmental Chemistry: Addition of new track within the program called "Environmental Toxicology and Contaminate Fate"; related course change CHEM F655; related track name change from Aqueous Geochemistry to Aqueous/Environmental Geochemistry; related course requirement changes; effective Fall 2012.

Effective: Fall 2012 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 1/31/12
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: ____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
February 21, 2012

The Graduate Academic & Advisory Committee has approved the following:

GRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Geology and Geophysics)
6-GNC New Course: GEOS F626 - Applied Seismology, 3 credits (3+0);
prerequisite of GEOS F431 or GEOS F631, or permission of instructor;
letter-graded and not repeatable; to be offered spring of even-numbered
years, first offering Spring 2014; effective Fall 2012.

Effective: Fall 2012 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: 2/21/12
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: ______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
February 21, 2012

The Graduate Academic & Advisory Committee has approved the following:

GRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Geology and Geophysics)
7-GNC New Course: GEOS F627 - Inverse Problems and Parameter Estimation, 3 credits (3+0); prerequisites include MATH F202X and MATH F314, or permission of instructor; letter-graded and not repeatable; to be offered spring of odd-numbered years, first offering Spring 2013; effective Fall 2012.

Effective: Fall 2012 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: _______________________________ DATE: 2/21/12
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: _______________________________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
DATE: __________________